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1. Introduction
The problem with much hypermedia design is that it is ad hoc. RMM (Isakowitz et

al., 1995) provides an effective, structured design methodology for the development of

applications that are easier to maintain and extend (see Appendix C for a brief description

of RMM).  Currently, RMM is in use at Merryl Lynch, at publishing houses (M.E. Sharpe,

Inc.), research institutions (personal contacts at Bellcore), and by educational institutions

to deliver on-line teaching materials (Pace University in NY; SYRECOS consortium in

Luxembourg, Staffordshire University in the UK).

After some initial experimentation with RMM, it became clear to us that its data

model is limited. RMM does not account for issues beyond the basic navigational structure

of a hypermedia application. Most important, it does not allow for rich information to be

displayed on each presentation unit, e.g. Web pages. When designing a web site with
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Each m-slice is owned by  one specific entity2 in order to be considered as an

element of that entity.  In that way, an m-slice can be reused as many times as

needed, by itself or as part of another m-slice, without the need to redefine it. In

the case of article.bib_citation, the owner is the article entity. To stress the role

of owner entities, m-slices are denoted by <owner entity >.<slice name >. In

this case, it is denoted article. bib_citation. Note that in addition to containing

elements from its owner entity  (the article titlea r t i c 4 m / F 1 1  1  T f ı ˝ 0 a . 6 2  - 1 . o 0 8  3 8 y   ( t h e  a r t i c l e  
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attributes of related entities, and access structures such as indices. They can also

be nested. For example, the issue.date m-slice, shown in Figure 6, which

aggregates the volume, number, season and year of an issue, is included in the

article. bib_citation m-slice.

We developed graphical and program specification languages to represent m-

slices. The graphical language is to be used in a GUI tool to assist in hypermedia

design. The specification language is to be generated by the GUI tool and read into

a compiler or interpreter that associates data with m-slices to generate the HTML

pages.

M-slices are a very powerful element of RMM. They allow a precise definition

of information elements to be presented to the user while hiding (a) details - which

are encapsulated in other m-slices, and (b) elements of the user-interface.
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C o n s i d e r ,  a s  a n  e x a m p l e ,  t h e 1 3

c o n t r i b u t o r . n a m e 1 3
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contr ibutor
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This is also a good example of how m-slices can be nested to make the design of

the hypermedia application more flexible. One can “explode” any nested m-slice to get its

complete structure when using an on-line CASE tool.

An m-slice can also contain parts of entities other than the owner entity. Those are

placed in the part of the large slice that does not overlap with the owner entity. For

example, notice how in Figure 11 the m-slice 
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Since it is not part of the owner entity article, its primitive indicates both its

owner entity, issue, as well as the slice’s name, date. In many cases, m-
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entity contributor . The content of the index is the contributor.name m-slice which is

connected to the index by two lines.
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Often, we need to place a hyperlink in an m-slice that does not
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Note that the content of this index is a hyperlink from contributor.name to

contributor.info . If the content were the contributor.name
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notion of ownership. Hence, they can be neither easily nested nor re-used via

relationships.

8. SUMMARY

We described the RMM limitations we encountered in developing a web site

(http://www.stern.nyu.edu/jmis). Specifically, these were the inability to define the

content of anchors and the inability to cluster elements from different entities.

These limitations led to the development of some powerful extensions to RMM.

M-slices are a very powerful element of RMM. They allow a precise definition

of information elements to be presented to the user while hiding (a) details - which

are encapsulated in other m-slices, and (b) elements of the user-interface. We

devised a graphical notation and programming language to facilitate the design and

implementation of M-slices. The extensions described in this article prove useful

for the design of and arbitrarily complex hypermedia applications in a rigorous and

structured fashion.

The extensions we provide here have been developed to be consistent with the

RMM process and notation so that they can be seamlessly integrated with existing
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 <m-slice of an entity>  :== [relation]  → <m-slice>

For example, the slice name owned by entity 
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The RMDM Data Model

The Relationship Management Data Model (RMDM) is the cornerstone of the RMM

methodology.  Figure 17 presents its elements. RMDM includes elements for representing

information domain concepts (such as entities and relationships), and navigation
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Figure 17: The elements of the RMM Data Model (RMDM)

RMDM specifies navigation via the six access primitives at the bottom of Figure 17.

RMDM’s most significant access structures are indices, guided tours, indexed guided
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